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This versatile valance is a simple rectangle of fabric that has a shape cut at the bottom and at each end.  You will be shown how to
add pleats and/or excess fullness to create numerous styles.  Choose from four different shapes for the center. The depth of the
center varies according to the shape.  Center A finishes 18” deep. Center B and C finish 19” deep. Center D finishes 16” in the
center short area.

There are three different options for the valance tails. Tail E finishes 20” deep. Tail F finishes 24” deep and tail G finishes 27” 
deep. Alteration instructions are included.

After selecting the center and tail you want to use, the pattern will create a valance 32” wide. It can be any width you desire by 
adding or subtracting width between the center and tail section patterns. Extra width can be added to create pleats. Extra width 
can also be added to create a swag effect between medallions or rings. More information about how to do this is given in the 
instruction package. All this must be taken into consideration when deciding your valance design and cut width measurements. The 
entire valance is cut as one piece. Any necessary seams will not be hidden unless you can add pleats and hide seams there.

Fabric Suggestions: This valance will not have fabric bulk problems. Soft fabric with body works best. Stripes give an interesting 
effect, but will hang at angles on the tails. All tail sections and center section D will need to be self or contrast lined. Lining may tend 
to show at the bottom of all other center options if trim is not used.
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The measurements below are for a flat valance with tails. Excess fullness and/or pleats can be added if you desire. If so, add about 
3” to 8” per pleat and about 4” for each fullness area (this may be somewhat more than you will need).

If fabric is not as wide as the pattern, seams will have to be made. Seams will not be hidden, unless you can add pleats and hide 
them there. Another choice is to cut the fabric lengthwise (railroad).

Valance made with:
Upright Cut

Tail E  (20” depth)
With Center Section A or D ................. the pattern is .......................... your width plus 22” x 20” deep
With Center Section B or C ................... the pattern is .......................... your width plus 22” x 21” deep

Tail F  (24” depth)
With all Center Sections ......................... the pattern is ..........................your width plus 30” x 21” deep

Tail G  (28” depth)
With all Center Sections ......................... the pattern is .......................... your width plus 36” x 24” deep

Lengthwise Cut: The width measurement will run with the  selvage.

Same amount of lining will be needed.
Same amount of interlining (optional).

Trim (Bottom Only)
Trim must be able to curve.

Valance made with:

Tail E  (20” depth)
With Center Section A .............................................................................. your width plus 22”
With Center Section B, C, or D ................................................................ your width plus 24”

Tail F  (24” depth)
With Center Section A ..............................................................................your width plus 28”
With Center Section B, C, or D ................................................................your width plus 30”

Tail G (28” depth)
With Center Section A .............................................................................. your width plus 36”
With Center Section B, C, or D ................................................................ your width plus 38”
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